Since 2012, Bahrain's courts have collectively sentenced at least 40 Internet users to more than 842 months in prison for exercising their right to free expression. Nabeel Rajab is one of them.

Who is Nabeel Rajab?

Defender of human rights for over 20 years
Leader of non-violent protests in Bahrain's 2011 Uprising
President of Bahrain Centre for Human Rights (BCHR) – A member of IFEX since 2007
Businessman and father of two

Stand with @nabeelrajab by tweeting and sharing.
#bahrain must immediately & unconditionally #FREEenabeel

119 IFEX members around the world stand behind nabeel and demand his immediate and unconditional release.

Over 2 years he has suffered:

927 DAYS UNDER TRAVEL BAN SINCE 31 OCT 2014*
336 DAYS IN PRE-TRIAL DETENTION SINCE 13 JUNE 2016
37 DAYS IN HOSPITAL SINCE 37
NABEEL HAS MISSED 4 OUT OF 5 IFEX GENERAL MEETINGS WITH HIS COLLEAGUES.

* He is facing up to 18 years in prison if convicted.

Sentence:
He is facing up to 18 years in prison if convicted.

Over 2 years he has suffered:

3 ARRESTS
21 HEARING POSTPONEMENTS AND DELAYS
9 MONTHS IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT

In solitary but not alone:
119 IFEX MEMBERS AROUND THE WORLD STAND BEHIND NABEEL AND DEMAND HIS IMMEDIATE AND UNCONDITIONAL RELEASE.

SLUGGED WITH #LibelLaw by Tweeting and sharing
#Bahrain must immediately & unconditionally #FREEenabeel